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Abstract
This short communication summarises recent develop-
ments and ongoing work on Hybrid RANS-LES Methods
(HRLM) at The University of Manchester. Our work is
focussed primarily on the development of coupled zonal
methods, investigating improvements and novel appli-
cations of embedded turbulence simulation via the Syn-
thetic Eddy Method. These activities are centred around
the premise that no single modelling methodology will be
generally applicable. Not only does this apply to differ-
ent test cases, but for particular regions of the flow within
a single test case. Similarly, when factoring in the com-
putational resources available to the modern-day CFD
practitioner, a framework for multifidelity approaches
seems pragmatic. The work presented herein is intended
primarily as a window through which we outline our cur-
rent activities, mostly driven by PhD projects, many of
which with industrial projects in mind. We also intro-
duce recent developments focused on using the lattice
Boltzmann method as part of a coupled Hybrid RANS
LES approach.

1 Introduction
Hybrid RANS-LES Methods offer compromise to
the accuracy-cost-speed trilemma for simulations at
moderate-to-high Reynolds number, and can generally
be separated into two distinct classes, 1) Zonal and 2)
Non-Zonal (Global). The latter has become more widely
used than the former over the past decades, in particu-
lar due to the prevalence of Detached Eddy Simulation
proposed by Strelets et al. [1], which has received a lot
of attention for industrial applications [2]. On the other
hand, Zonal approaches such the framework proposed
by Deck [3] can offer different advantages. These meth-
ods generally employ sub-domains which are then solved
individually with a separate set of transport equations.
Unlike non-zonal methods, there is a clear and conscious
demarcation between mean RANS and transient LES
regions. In the transfer to LES regions, instantaneous
fluctuations must be generated using information taken
from the upstream flow; whereas the mean/modelled tur-
bulent quantities must be recovered from the LES field
upon re-entering a RANS region.

At Reynolds numbers of practical engineering interest,
the incoming flow will often be turbulent. The genera-
tion of turbulent inflow boundary conditions for scale-
resolving simulations poses a formidable challenge. A
popular solution to this problem is the Synthetic Eddy
Method (SEM) of Jarrin et al. [4] whereby Lagrangian
spots (or synthetic eddies) are generated to represent
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Figure 1: Proof of concept for ELES, Top) Two-region
nested LES computation coloured by instantaneous ve-
locity. Btm) Skin friction coefficient normalised by pe-
riodic LES value through the entire channel.

fluctuations, with the intensity and sign set to satisfy
prescribed first and second order statistics. In practise,
these low-order statistics may be obtained by experi-
ment, theoretical approximation, or as is perhaps the
most common, by a separate or precursor RANS study.
Embedded LES (ELES) is a natural evolution of this
concept, whereby the RANS data generated in one mesh
is used directly for the generation of synthetic turbulence
and subsequent turbulent simulation in another. An
early implementation of ELES is presented by Cokljat et
al. [5] who considered a number of internal flow applica-
tions and a number of more recent implementations have
followed. Notably Li et al. al. [6] validated a two-region
ELES solver consisting of a single RANS and implicit
LES region and Anupindi & Sandberg [7] implemented
an ELES model within OpenFOAM. In a slightly differ-
ent approach, Vonlanthen et al. [8] introduced a one-way
nesting procedure which embeds a highly-resolved LES
within a low-resolution LES. For an extensive review of
Embedded LES approaches the reader is referred to Hol-
gate et al. [9].

Through work at the University of Manchester, the
SEM has evolved in several directions; a divergence-free
version was proposed by Poletto et al. [10] and a more
efficient formulation was presented by Skillen et al. [11].
More recent work has focused on the code-code coupling
aspects, wherein mixed fidelity solvers can be used inter-
changeably. In particular we have developed ideas based
on the Two-Velocity method of Uribe et al. [12], and the
consistent Dual-Mesh approach of Xiao and Jenny [13].
These methods solve RANS and LES models simultane-
ously on separate grids, with added ‘drift terms’ in the
momentum, pressure and turbulent transport equations
used to relax the flow statistics towards a consistent so-
lution.
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As a final point, it is worth noting that in all the above,
zonal methods are enhanced when the upstream predic-
tion of turbulent Reynolds stresses is good. As such there
is a rational case for the use and further refinement of ad-
vanced turbulence modelling tools in this framework. We
have been using the Elliptic Blending model of Manceau
and Hanjalić [14] with its demonstrated advantages com-
plex flows [15], as well as models based on the stress-
strain lag approach of Revell et al. [16], recently refor-
mulated for elliptic blending [17]. This is highlighted in
recent work demonstrating potential for multiple embed-
ded regions, as shown in Figure (1), where faster recovery
is observed with the more advanced turbulence model.

2 Recent work with the SEM
As recently demonstrated by Skillen et al. [11], with
improved normalisation of the fluctuations on the inlet
plane, the Synthetic Eddy Method (SEM) can accom-
plish a short recovery of the turbulent statistics. How-
ever, it remains sensitive to the prescribed variation of
the length scale σ to produce realistic turbulence. The
length scale of the eddies is generally assigned the follow-
ing form where Cσ is a scaling factor, discussed further
below. σi = min(CσR3/2

ii /ε , σmax).
Defining the term Eddy Simulation (ES) as applying

to both DES and LES methods, and following extensive
testing for internal flows, we now consider application to
a spatially developing boundary layer case in the fully
turbulent regime. A schematic showing how the domain
is split between mean and resolved (ES) domain is shown
in Figure (2). In this case we use Improved Delayed De-
tached Eddy Simulations (IDDES) in place of the LES in
order to further reduce the computational cost according
to Shur et al. [18]. The Reynolds number based on the
momentum thickness at the start of the LES region is
Reθ = 3040.
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Figure 2: Top) Schematic of TBL domain. Btm) Down-
stream recovery of skin friction coefficient Cf .

In order to assess the development length, the evolu-
tion of the skin friction coefficient, Cf , along the length
of the ES domain is shown in Figure (2). Some sensitivity
to imposed length scale variation is observed as also iden-
tified in earlier work for internal flows [9], in an attempt
to minimise the development length. In this instance in-
creasing the length scale by setting Cσ = 2 improved the

development length. The figure also demonstrates that
using an anisotropic length scale definition is a significant
improvement over an isotropic definition.

First and second order statistics of the flow at a loca-
tion downstream of the SEM were also assessed. These
are given for a Reynolds number based on the momentum
thickness of Reθ = 5200 and compared to experimental
data of DeGraaff & Eaton [19]. Although a degree of
log-layer mismatch is present, the close agreement of the
statistics suggest that the relationship between the ID-
DES and the SEM is working.
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Figure 3: Velocity and Reynolds stress profiles at Reθ =
5200. Solid: Total stress, Dashed: Resolved stress, Dot-
ted: Modelled stress

As an example of a more complex test for SEM, we
consider the case defined by Liu et al. [20] for the super-
position of a pair of counter-rotating vortices in a turbu-
lent boundary layer, directly relevant to flow downstream
of vortex generators and other flow control devices. Ini-
tial work has been performed on a ‘Common Flow Down’
vortex pair, generated by superimposing Batchelor vor-
tices onto the boundary layer inlet before applying the
SEM. Figure (4) shows a visualisation of the flow for this
case using Q-iso surfaces.

Figure 4: Q-iso surfaces. Top: View from inlet, Bottom:
Side view. Green: Instantaneous, Red and blue: Mean.
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Figure 5: Square Cavity Case. Distribution of the LES
zone weight and Instantaneous Velocity

3 Dual Mesh with Heat transfer
In this work, the dual-mesh approach [13] was extended
and applied for the first time to natural convection flows,
following work by Tunstall et al. [21]. The two cases
reported here are a high Rayleigh number differentially
heated square cavity flow and the flow in a cylindrical
annuli. Detailed descriptions of these test cases can be
found in [22] and [23].
In the dual-mesh approach, two separate meshes are

produced, tailored to the specific needs of each solver;
the RANS grid is refined in the near-wall regions and the
LES grid is designed to be under-resolved near the walls
of the domain. The two simulations are ‘drifted’ towards
each other using source terms added to the momentum,
temperature and turbulence equations of the RANS and
the LES. A novel criterion is introduced to predict the
locations at which the LES is under-resolved. At these lo-
cations, the mean velocity and temperature, total turbu-
lent kinetic energy and total temperature variance (the
latter two including resolved and modelled contributions)
of the LES solution are corrected towards the corre-
sponding RANS quantities. At remaining locations, the
RANS solution is corrected towards the solution of the
LES. More details about the formulation of the method
can be found in [13] and [21].
A new criterion has been introduced based on the ratio

of the turbulence length scales to the grid size; designed
to account for the presence of both turbulent and lami-
nar regions within the flow domain. Reasonable results
for the square cavity and cylindrical annuli flows were
obtained when the new criterion was used. Results for
the square cavity are shown in Figure (5) which displays
the LES zone weight (σL) as well as the instantaneous
velocity. This quantity is equal to 0 at locations where
RANS drives the LES, and equals unity at all other loca-
tions. It can be observed that the new criterion returns a
rational variation, with σL=0 restricted to the near-wall
regions of the boundary layers. This is in contrast with
the original formulation of the model and demostrates
the criteria’s ability to discern near-wall flow from lam-
inarization that occurs in the core of the cavity due to
the stable stratification.
With regards to the cylindrical annuli flow, a

schematic of the flow geometry is shown in Figure (6).
In this figure, the tangential velocity component at a line
located at an angle of 60◦ is also shown and compared to
quasi-direct numerical simulation data from [23]. It can
be seen that RANS and LES results from the dual-mesh
framework (solid lines) offer improved prediction when
compared to the RANS and LES results computed alone
(dashed lines).

4 Subdomain Wall Function
In addition to the work presented in the previous sec-
tion, we are developing a modified approach wherein

Figure 6: Top) Schematic of the cylindrical annuli and
Instantaneous Velocity from simulation. Btm) Tangen-
tial velocity along radius at 60◦.

the RANS mesh covers only a narrow near wall region,
termed a subdomain wall function (SWF). This method
shares much with the previous section and is similar
to the wall-modelled LES (WMLES) of Balaras et al.
(1996)[24]. As portrayed in Figure (3), the primary do-
main covers the entire region of the flow field and com-
putes the transport equations of LES. The second do-
main, termed here the subdomain, overlaps the near-
wall area of the coarse LES grid and solves the RANS
equations. The two domains are coupled to exchange in-
formation between grids. The SWF makes use of ideas
of Xiao and Jenny[13] by applying the wall function as a
weak volumetric source term in the near-wall LES region
beyond the first cell at the wall. This source term cor-
rects the under-resolved near-wall LES fields. In return,
the LES grid supplies information to the interface of the
RANS grid to complete the boundary conditions of the
RANS subdomain. A consistent coupling at the inter-
face is established by computing the partial time average
of the instantaneous LES fields. The use of the partial
mean differentiates the method from previous WMLES
approaches which instead couple instantaneous LES di-
rectly to the RANS values.

The partial time-average of LES fields of interest
is computed using the exponentially weighed aver-
age (EWA), where the averaging time period is suf-
ficiently long to ensure the assumption that the par-
tial time-averaged filtered LES velocity is equivalent to
the Reynolds-averaged velocity (〈Ui〉EWA ≈ 〈Ui〉RANS).
This assumption enables the calculation of the resolved
fluctuations about the EWA of the filtered velocity as
u

′′

i = Ui−〈Ui〉EWA. The LES stress tensor is determined
as the summation of the resolved and modelled stresses
about the EWA of the filtered velocity τij = u

′′

i u
′′

j + τ rij .
Hence, the LES stress tensor is assumed to be equivalent
to the RANS stress tensor as 〈τij〉EWA ≈ 〈uiuj〉RANS .

The momentum transport equation for the LES do-
main is defined as:

∂Ui
∂t

+ ∂Ui Uj
∂xj

= − ∂P
∂xi

+ 2ν ∂

∂xj
Sij −

∂τ rij
∂xj

+Qi, (1)
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Figure 7: Top) Schematic of the subdomain wall func-
tion for LES. Btm) Contours of the LES and RANS
domains predicted by the subdomain wall function

where Qi is the drift term which is defined as:

Qi = (1− σL)
[
〈Ui〉RANS − 〈Ui〉EWA

γl1
+ Gi
γl2

]
. (2)

The variable σL is the zoning parameter that deter-
mines the areas of the LES grid that are under-resolved.
The drift term is only active in the area of the LES grid
that overlaps the RANS subdomain. The left term in
the square bracket of the drift term relaxes the partial
mean filtered LES velocity towards the velocity field of
the RANS subdomain. Also, the right term Gi rescales
the trace of the LES stress tensor towards the RANS tur-
bulent kinetic energy. The RANS subdomain sends infor-
mation to the LES grid to enable the computation of the
drift term. On the other hand, the subdomain receives
partial time-averaged LES fields of velocity and pressure
at the interface to complete the boundary conditions of
the RANS. This work makes use of eddy viscosity models
in the subdomain, and so the interface receives the trace
of the LES stress tensor (kRANS = 0.5〈τij〉EWA) and the
LES dissipation rate (εLES = 2νSijSij − τSGSij Sij).
The performance of the new method is applied to the

Reτ = 10, 595 flow through periodic hills as shown in
Figure (7), which displays contour plots for both LES
and RANS regions. Present results are then compared
on Figure (8) with wall-resolved LES of Breuer et al.
(2009)[25] which employed a mesh of 13M cells; noting
that the present mesh as less than 0.6M cells, a factor
of 20 less. For reference results for LES using the same
coarse grid without the SWF are also included. The ben-
efit of the wall function is clear in the near-wall velocity
field of the LES towards the RANS, and overall SWF re-
sults are in excellent agreement with the reference data.

5 Turbulence with LBM
Nowadays, the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is a
consolidated approach to simulate fluid flows. Its pop-
ularity at least in part stems from the intrinsic simplic-
ity of the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) collision op-
erator [27], where all the populations are forced to re-
lax towards a discrete equilibrium state derived by ap-
plying a Gauss-Hermite quadrature to the continuous
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Figure 8: Profiles of the mean streamwise velocity in the
LES domain. Red line: SWF; Green line: Pure LES;
Blue line: WMLES; Black markers: reference data

Figure 9: Top) LUMA validation for turbulent flow over
cube array of [26], Q-criterion and profiles of streamwise
normal Reynolds stress. Btm) Simulation of a magneto-
hydrodynamic vortex in three dimensions for Re = 570.

Maxwellian distribution. However, the BGK model is
well known to be prone to numerical instability in the
low-viscosity regime, thus becoming unsuitable for the
prediction of turbulent flows. To cope with this prob-
lem, a family of collision models based on the relaxation
of central moments (CMs) was introduced in 2006 [28].
Here, the collision process shows pyramidal hierarchical
topology, where the post-collision state of CMs is con-
structed starting from the lowest order, and then pro-
ceeding in ascending sequence, hence the name cascaded
lattice Boltzmann method. It has been demonstrated to
outperform both BGK and multiple-relaxation-time [29]
LBM in terms of stability (the latter based on absolute
moments).

More recently, we approached central moments from a
different viewpoint. Given a certain lattice, our method-
ology consists of building a transformation matrix al-
lowing us to move from the space of populations to the
one of central moments and vice-versa. The resultant al-
gorithm loses the above-mentioned pyramidal cascaded
structure and, as a consequence, it can be interpreted as
a non-cascaded way to apply the collision step in CMs
space [30, 31]. Interestingly, it is also shown that the
present method recovers the behaviour of the cascaded
LBM while allowing the derivation of forcing terms in
an a systematic and straightforward manner. This was
thoroughly demonstrated by successfully recovering dif-
ferent sets of governing equations with this approach,
hence allowing the simulation of a rich variety of physics
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problems such as magnetohydrodynamics [32] and mul-
ticomponent flows [33] among others. As an example,
Figure (9) shows an instantaneous snapshot from a tur-
bulent magnetohydrodynamics case.
The group has recently developed a lattice Boltzmann

(LB) code primarily for the purpose of testing new ap-
proaches. LUMA (LBM at The University of Manch-
ester) [34] offers grid refinement, turbulence and fluid-
structure interaction, and a GPU version is now in de-
velopment based on our earlier work [35]. Validation
results for turbulent flow are displayed in Figure (9) for
the periodic cube array case of [26]. Ongoing work is in
progress to further develop our LBM capabilities in the
context of hybrid RANS LES methods.

6 A Dual-Solver using LBM
A natural evolution of the dual mesh approach is to use
different codes for each region. In this work, focused on
developing fast prediction for turbulent flow around ur-
ban geometries, the solver in the region of interest is a
lattice Boltzmann (LB) solver based on [34] running on
GPUs. Since the LB region is a small volume of the do-
main the hybrid model overcomes the mesh and memory
related drawbacks of using GPU accelerated LB, while
maintaining its inherent speed and accuracy. The solver
for the remainder of the domain is a finite volume RANS
solver running on CPU, which takes advantage of the
mesh flexibility and lower memory consumption of the
NS algorithm. Moreover, the RANS-LBLES model ex-
ploits the availability of heterogeneous CPU/GPU hard-
ware on consumer devices.

Figure 10: Top) Dual solver concept Btm) Streamwise
instantaneous velocity on vertical section of a channel
flow using SEM with LBM.

The method uses two fully-coupled sub-domains as
shown in Figure (10), wherein the LBLES and the RANS
regions exchange required information at overlapping in-
terfaces, marked with numbers in Figure (10). Odd num-
bers denote the LBLES boundaries that receive data
from the RANS solver, while the even numbers denote
RANS boundaries that receive data from the LBLES
solver. The volume between them is the overlap region,
which is part of both sub-domains. The external bound-
aries (boundaries 1, 3 and 5) incorporate the Synthetic
Eddy Method (SEM) to generate the instantaneous ve-
locity as needed by the LES. The two subdomains are
coupled using the parallel explicit algorithm in the pre-
CICE libraries [36]. In this framework it is noted that
eventually unsteady mean flow i.e. URANS could be
coupled with LES in the same way.

Figure 11: Ongoing work: Top) Isosurface of Q-criterion
for flow around GSM, Btm) Experimental validation
case for truck aerodynamics, Embedded simulation for
cardiovascular flow.

The SEM inlet boundary has been implemented within
a lattice Boltzmann solver for the first time, and tested
fo a channel flow at Reτ = 180, where the domain is
discretised using a uniform Cartesian grid with y+ = 4.
Figure (10) displays the streamwise components of the
instantaneous velocity ux/uτ .

7 Conclusions and Ongoing work
This communication has provided a brief overview of re-
cent and ongoing activities in our group at The Univer-
sity of Manchester in the context of Hybrid RANS LES
methods; the interested reader is invited to contact us
where more details are desired. These activities underpin
our primary objective to develop a set of computational
tools which enable fast and efficient coupling between
different levels of modelling fidelity. The resulting series
of coupled Hybrid RANS LES methods are applicable
across a range of applications. Furthermore, we have
demonstrated the potential for combining lattice Boltz-
mann method in this framework, particularly given its
inherent scalability on GPU processors.

Work in our group is also in progress on the more ap-
plied side, in particular testing their potential for appli-
cation to complex configurations which cover a range of
lengthscales. Examples include the assessment of wind
turbines on environmental landscapes [37], assessment of
individual buildings in context of city-scale flows, appli-
cation to ground vehicles aerodynamics [38, 39] and car-
diovascular flow in and around the heart [40, 41]. One
ongoing study is motivated by noise levels in road vehi-
cles, wherein we will apply the dual solver approach in
section 6 to a generic side mirror (GSM) model [42], con-
sisting of a quarter sphere mounted on a half cylinder.
Thus far, work has focused on using Delayed Detached
Eddy Simulation (DDES) but will soon incorporate LBM
also; initial results are displayed in Figure (11). Other
ongoing work will apply these methods to truck 0 in tan-
dem, with an experimental campaign. Finally, we are
also starting to apply coupled HRLM to cardiovascular
flows as proposed in Figure (11).
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